
WORKSHEETS FOR BEHAVIOUR MODIFICATION

Reinforcement: By adding any incentive the behaviour is enhanced.
● Positive Reinforcement: Add an incentive to increase the behaviour.
● Negative Reinforcement: Remove the Incentive to increase the desired

behaviour.

Praise:
Praising your child and appreciating him simply by using words, like wow!! Good job!!
These all are simple ways of praising your child that will boost his self esteem and
confidence.

Token economy:
In this technique children or adolescents are given a token which can be anything, it can be a

paper or a star that eventually leads to any reward. The token should have certain rewards

attached to it, children should be able to fully understand the concept of it. It doesn’t work on

the principle of instant gratification hence a certain period of patience is required.

Observational Learning:
Also known as modeling is a behavioral modification technique which is based on the social
learning theory of bandura. Children don’t learn that much as much as they do by observing
your behaviour, hence the behaviour that you want to modify and reinforce by trying to
model it in front of your child.

Behavioral Rehearsal:
It is a role-play activity that includes practicing new skills such as using different expressions

in a conversation. It allows the individual to use different gestures and expressions to convey

their thoughts in a more socially acceptable way.

Time out:
Time out is another technique of behavioral modification, whenever the child doesn’t listen to

you and starts acting exactly the opposite of what is expected of them, you give them some

time away as a punishment and take away all the privileges.

Shaping :
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It is making your child learn the desired behavior. The child doesn't know the desired
behavior Shaping sia process that involves adding the reinforcement at each step to get to the
desired behaviour that you want to teach your child..
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